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Abstract—We describe how 2-level memory hierarchies can be exploited to optimize the implementation of teams in the parallel facet of the upcoming Fortran 2015 standard. We focus on reducing the cost associated with moving data within a computing node and between nodes, finding that this distinction is of key importance when looking at performance issues. We introduce a new hardware-aware approach for PGAS, to be used within a runtime system, to optimize the communications in the virtual topologies and clusters that are binding different teams together. We have applied, and implemented into the CAF OpenUH compiler, this methodology to three important collective operations, namely barrier, all-to-all reduction and one-to-all broadcast; this is the first Fortran compiler that both provides teams and handles such a memory hierarchy methodology within teams.
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I. INTRODUCTION
The emergence of many-core computing nodes in large-scale distributed systems requires programming model implementers to consider more carefully memory hierarchy when looking at performance issues. Most parallel applications are programmed using the Message Passing Interface (MPI) [1], where multiple processes execute in a coordinated manner, communicating by performing send and receive operations. More recently, several languages and libraries have added support for explicit or implicit remote memory access (RMA) using so-called “one-sided communication”, including languages following the Partitioned Global Address Space (PGAS) paradigm as well as MPI (MPI-2 added RMA to the interface and MPI-3 made significant refinements to better support it). Of special note is the Fortran 2008 addition for supporting coarrays, a language mechanism that enables RMA as a natural extension to Fortran’s array syntax, informally named CAF1. In this paradigm, an image is an executing process in a Single Program Multiple Data (SPMD) program with its own copy of data.

The purpose of this paper is to provide new optimization strategies for coarrays. We suggest, first, to decompose applications into subproblems that may be worked upon concurrently, and organize this work among subsets of so-called image teams. These groups of images make it possible to divide applications into loosely-coupled subproblems that are handled by different subsets of images. Teams, already present for instance in MPI, are expected to be adopted in Fortran 2015. We, then, address the ensuing challenge of reducing the costs associated with moving data within a computing node and between nodes. Our approach is thus to combine a hierarchical decomposition of applications across two dimensions: (1) a logical partitioning in teams of the work, based on the application, and (2) a processor layout hierarchy, based on the underlying memory and communication hardware.

We applied this methodology to three common operations which may be executed collectively by a team of images in CAF: barrier, all-to-all reduction and broadcast (for these last two, see [2]). The classical algorithms for all three of these operations entail a fixed communication pattern among the images, making their total communication cost sensitive to the placement of images in parallel systems. Since a significant part of the execution time of an application is consumed while waiting for the completion of these operations, ensuring that their implementations are efficient, irrespective of image placement, is paramount. In this paper, we exploit the knowledge of the architecture that a run-time system can have, and describe, for the barrier collective operation, how we applied inside every team a new, two-level algorithm called Team Dissemination Linear Barrier (TDLB). Experimental evaluations using our implementation in the OpenUH compiler indicate that our proposed runtime awareness approach of memory hierarchy yields an up to 26-time execution time improvement over the basic dissemination algorithm for barriers [3].

The contributions of this paper are thus:
• the support of teams in Coarray Fortran within the OpenUH compiler;
the design of a two-step methodology for achieving better performance of collective operations, using runtime awareness of the memory hierarchy;

- the application of this methodology to the implementation of barriers, via the new TDLB algorithm, reductions and broadcasts; the novelty is to adapt existing techniques such as the dissemination algorithm to the PGAS model using one-sided communications;

- an evaluation of this methodology on two benchmarks: (1) our newly developed Coarray Fortran, CAF 2.0 and MPI (communicator concept) Teams Microbenchmark\(^2\) suite [4] and (2) our porting to Coarray Fortran of the High Performance Linpack (HPL) benchmark [5], which uses teams.

We describe Coarray Fortran in Section II. The design and implementation of teams in the OpenUH compiler are introduced in Section III. In Section IV, we define our memory hierarchy awareness methodology and apply it to barrier, reduction and broadcast operations. Experimental results using our microbenchmarks and HPL are discussed in Section V. We survey other approaches for the implementation of teams in Section VI. We discuss future work and conclude in Section VII.

II. COARRAY FORTRAN

Coarray Fortran is an explicitly-parallel extension of the Fortran 2008 standard that adheres to the PGAS programming model. Coarray Fortran programs follow an SPMD execution model, where all execution units, called images, are launched at the beginning of the program; each image executes the same code and the number of images remains unchanged during execution. Coarrays are shared data entities that are declared with the codimension attribute specifier and allocated collectively across all images. Subscripts of coarrays are specified with square brackets and provide a clear and straightforward representation of access to data on other images using 1-sided communication semantics. For example, the statement \(A(:,k) = B(:,k)\) writes the elements of Coarray \(A\) on Image \(k\) with those of \(B\).

Teams, added to Coarray Fortran, induce a hierarchical SPMD model. The initial team contains all the images. Subsets of images in a team may collectively form a new team, which are referenced using a handle of type \texttt{team\_type}, using the \texttt{form team} statement. Every team has a unique identifier and a unique parent. Teams can be used to partition an application into different tasks executed by subteams. For instance, one can divide a logical grid into arbitrary subgrids. This could be used to group subsets of images performing computations on dense matrices into row- and/or column-oriented teams.

Regarding performance, using teams, many collective operations can be overlapped; these collectives will work on just a subset of images; no global synchronizations among all the images are thus needed. Regarding memory, using Coarray Fortran teams, one can declare and allocate coarrays within a \texttt{change team} block. This allows a coarray to be allocated only in the images operating on it, thus utilizing more efficiently the available memory on each image.

III. TEAM SUPPORT IN OPENUH

OpenUH [6], a branch of the open-source Open64 compiler suite that has been developed at the University of Houston, provides a solid base infrastructure for exploring implementation strategies for Coarray Fortran. The Fortran 95 front-end, originating from Cray, recognizes coarrays and parses the coreference syntactic extension.

We extended OpenUH to parse the \texttt{form team}, \texttt{change team}, \texttt{end team} and \texttt{sync team} constructs. We added the new type \texttt{team\_type} to the type system of OpenUH and support for \texttt{get\_team} and \texttt{team\_id} intrinsics. We also adapted the CAF intrinsics \texttt{this\_image}, \texttt{num\_images} and \texttt{image\_index} for teams.

During the back-end compilation process in OpenUH, team-related constructs are lowered to subroutine calls. In the runtime, we added a \texttt{team\_type} data structure for storing image-specific information, such as the mapping from a new index to the process identifier in the lower communication layer. Also we provided support for team-related intrinsics, for example \texttt{get\_team} and \texttt{team\_id}.

Finally, we adapted atomic operations (\texttt{atomic\_add}, \texttt{atomic\_and}, etc.), synchronization operations (\texttt{sync images} and \texttt{sync all}), broadcast (\texttt{co\_broadcast}) and reduction operations (\texttt{co\_sum}, \texttt{co\_max}, \texttt{co\_min}) to work when executed by non-initial teams. Each subroutine works by using the global pointer to the current team, quickly obtaining the mapping of the image identifiers to the process identifiers in the \texttt{team\_type} structure’s image index mapping array.

IV. MEMORY HIERARCHY AND TEAMS

To make applications more scalable when running on nodes with many cores, the runtime should have some knowledge about the mapping of images on nodes and/or cores. If teams create subsets of images, there may be no simple relationship between the image structure and the actual underlying physical structure of the parallel system. Therefore, as a research methodology towards an efficient implementation of teams, we propose to introduce a memory hierarchy-aware runtime for PGAS, in order to optimize communications within teams via the distinction between local and remote memory accesses.

A. Methodology

To illustrate our methodology, we apply it to barriers, since the classic dissemination barrier algorithm is well-suited for distributed memory systems but not as efficient for the shared memory case ([2] also addresses reduction

\[^2\]Since teams are a relatively new concept for Coarray Fortran, there is no reference test suite for them; Teams Microbenchmark suite has been made publicly available for other implementers to get a baseline to compare themselves to.
and broadcast operations). In the dissemination algorithm, for \( n \) images, there are \( n \log n \) synchronization notifications. On a shared memory system, in the worst case, all those notifications would have to be serialized. Contrast this with a centralized linear algorithm. There, only \( 2(n-1) \) notifications are needed, in two steps: first, notifications are sent from \( n-1 \) images to a dedicated, leader image; then, notifications proceed from the leader image to the \( n-1 \) slave images. Even if all those notifications are serialized, it is not as expensive as the dissemination algorithm.

If we consider instead a distributed system, where each of the \( n \) images is on its own node, then dissemination becomes faster. There are \( n \log n \) total notifications, with \( n \) notifications performed in parallel in \( \log n \) steps. For a centralized linear algorithm, everything would have to be serialized through a single node, so yielding \( 2(n-1) \) steps. These results are confirmed by Mellor-Crummey et al [7]. Our methodology will thus rely on detecting the images within a team that run locally on the same node (intranode set), assigning a leader for them and handling them with an intra-node strategy. After that, the leaders, which are on different nodes, are handled in a remote manner.

**B. The TDLB Synchronization Algorithm**

Our new memory hierarchy-aware barrier is a three-stepped, two-level algorithm: (1) a designated leader on each node waits for the remaining images on the same node to arrive at the barrier; (2) all leader images, one from each node with at least one image in the team, synchronize using a dissemination algorithm; and (3) each node leader notifies the remaining images on the same node that they may leave the barrier. Our Team Dissemination is not as expensive as the dissemination algorithm. On a shared memory system, in the worst case, all those notifications would have to be serialized. Contrast this with a centralized linear algorithm. There, only \( 2(n-1) \) notifications are needed, in two steps: first, notifications are sent from \( n-1 \) images to a dedicated, leader image; then, notifications proceed from the leader image to the \( n-1 \) slave images. Even if all those notifications are serialized, it is not as expensive as the dissemination algorithm.

If we consider instead a distributed system, where each of the \( n \) images is on its own node, then dissemination becomes faster. There are \( n \log n \) total notifications, with \( n \) notifications performed in parallel in \( \log n \) steps. For a centralized linear algorithm, everything would have to be serialized through a single node, so yielding \( 2(n-1) \) steps. These results are confirmed by Mellor-Crummey et al [7]. Our methodology will thus rely on detecting the images within a team that run locally on the same node (intranode set), assigning a leader for them and handling them with an intra-node strategy. After that, the leaders, which are on different nodes, are handled in a remote manner.

**B. The TDLB Synchronization Algorithm**

Our new memory hierarchy-aware barrier is a three-stepped, two-level algorithm: (1) a designated leader on each node waits for the remaining images on the same node to arrive at the barrier; (2) all leader images, one from each node with at least one image in the team, synchronize using a dissemination algorithm; and (3) each node leader notifies the remaining images on the same node that they may leave the barrier. Our Team Dissemination

**ALGORITHM 1: Team Dissemination Linear Barrier, run by each image in Team team**

```plaintext
procedure TDLB(team)
    me = this_image(team)
cocounter = team.cocounter
leader = get_leader(team, me)
//Step 1: slaves synchronize with the leader
linear_counter_1(team, me, leader, cocounter);
if (leader == me) then
    pgase_dissemination(team, leader);
//Step 2: leaders notify their intranode set
linear_counter_2(team, me, leader, cocounter);
end
```

Linear Barrier (TDLB) algorithm is specified in Algorithm 1 (see [2] for details). Nodes’ leaders are synchronized via the dissemination algorithm (fit for message passing), while synchronization within a node uses a linear barrier (well adapted to shared memory systems). Note that cocounter is a variable used in counter-based algorithms for barriers.

**V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS**

We ran the Teams Microbenchmark suite [4] and a porting of HPL on a cluster of 44 nodes connected via a 4xDDR InfiniBand (IB) switch, with dual quad-core AMD Opteron processors running at 2.2GHz on 16GB of main memory per node. We compared the implementation of these benchmarks in OpenUH 3.0.40 with two other implementations: (1) the source-to-source Rice CAF 2.0 compiler version 1.14.0, which uses ROSE [8] and GFortran 4.4.7 as backends, and (2) an MPI version, which we ran using both Open MPI 1.8.3 and MVAPICH 2.0beta. Both OpenUH and Rice CAF 2.0 implementations rely on GASNet’s Infiniband verbs runtime implementation. We used GASNet 1.22.2.

**A. Teams Microbenchmarks**

We applied the methodology of Section IV-A to barrier operations (see [2] for all-to-all reduction and one-to-all broadcast operations). The performance of our implementation of teams for these collectives is assessed via our microbenchmarks. Contrarily to Algorithm 9 in [7], which relies on two synchronization arrays for its implementation of a barrier operation, and the one described in [3], which is using two waits, our dissemination algorithm is based on a `sync_flags` carry, thus taking advantage of the features of a PGAS model with only one wait.

We compared TDLB with (1) the GASNet RDMA dissemination algorithm, which uses put operations to implement the dissemination barrier described in [7], (2) the GASNet IB dissemination algorithm, which directly uses Infiniband verbs for communication to implement the same algorithm, (3) CAF 2.0, which uses also the dissemination barrier described in [7], (4) MPI using MPI Barrier of MVAPICH, default Open MPI and Open MPI with the hierarchy-awareness options (hierarch and sm modules) and (5) the current version of UHCAF, which uses the pure dissemination algorithm described in [7].

Even though TDLB is portable and can be used with any communication layer or conduit, our experiments show that (1), with one image per node, it performs as well as a pure dissemination algorithm in the case of a flat hierarchy and (2), with 8 images per node, it is well optimized to handle the memory hierarchy and is only marginally more expensive than the low-level dissemination algorithm implemented directly over the IB verbs that GASNet provides.

**B. HPL**

We implemented a Coarray Fortran version of HPL [5], which solves systems of linear equations, thus testing temporal and spatial run-time localities. We based our version of HPL on its CAF 2.0 port [9]. HPL makes use of row teams and column teams for performing updates of the matrix data.

Figure 1 compares the performance results using the two-level approach in UHCAF, the one-level approach in UHCAF, CAF 2.0 using GFortran as backend, CAF 2.0 using OpenUH as backend compiler and Open MPI using GCC compiler. These preliminary results suggest that the two-level approach in UHCAF provides up to 32% improvement over a typical one-level approach. Overall, we obtained 95 GFLOP/s on 256 cores, as compared to 29.48 (GFortran
backend) and 80 (OpenUH backend) with CAF 2.0.

Future work will look at how our methodology can support multi-level hierarchies to represent different network topologies or on-node locality domains such as NUMA memory nodes, shared caches, processor sockets and cores.
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